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STABILIZED DDFV SCHEMES FOR STOKES PROBLEMWITH VARIABLE
VISCOSITY ON GENERAL 2D MESHES
STELLA KRELL¤
Abstract. Discrete Duality Finite Volume schemes (DDFV for short) on general meshes are studied here for
Stokes problems with variable viscosity with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The aim of this work is to analyze the
well-posedness of the scheme and its convergence properties. The DDFV method requires a staggered scheme, the
discrete unknowns, the components of the velocity and the pressure, are located on different nodes. The scheme is
stabilized using a nite volume analogue to Brezzi-Pitkäranta techniques. This scheme is proved to be well-posed on
general meshes and to be rst order convergent in a discrete H1-norm and a discrete L2-norm for respectively the
velocity and the pressure. Finally numerical experiments conrm the theoretical prediction, in particular on locally
rened non conformal meshes.
Key words. Finite-volume methods, Stokes problem, DDFV methods, variable viscosity.
1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the nite volume approximation of the 2D
steady Stokes model with variable viscosity:
¡div (2´(x)Du) +rp = f ; in ­;
div(u) = 0; in ­; (1.1)
where u : ­ 7! R2 is the velocity, p : ­ 7! R is the pressure and Du = 12 (ru + tru)
is the symmetric part of the gradient of u. We assume that the viscosity ´ may in fact ex-
plicitly depend on the space variable. Note that in physical models, the viscosity depends
on other characteristics of the ow like density, temperature, through the coupling with other
equations. Nevertheless, solving a problem like (1.1) is the rst step needed towards the
approximation of more complex models.
Finite volume methods have been extensively study to solve problem (1.1) with constant
viscosity: ¡´¢u + rp = f . Hence, in this case, after integration of the equation on each
control volume, we only need to approximate the normal component of ru on the interface
between two adjacent control volumes (see, for instance, [20, 21] for methods on admissible
and conformal meshes), whereas for variable viscosity, the presence of the symmetric part
of the gradient Du imposes to address the problem of the reconstruction of the full velocity
gradient on the whole domain, even for admissible and conformal meshes. We propose here
a staggered method: the discrete unknowns, the components of the velocity and the pressure,
are located on different nodes. The most celebrated staggered scheme is the MAC scheme
[23, 31] on cartesian grids. Actually, for a cartesian grid and constant viscosity, the scheme
we propose here is equivalent (except on the boundary) to two uncoupled MAC schemes
written on two different staggered meshes. Moreover, even in the case when the viscosity
is a constant, a possible outow boundary condition of physical interest is to impose the
normal component of the stress tensor on the boundary. In that case, we also really need to
deal with the original formulation (1.1) of the problem which makes appear the total stress
tensor 2´Du ¡ pId, where Id denotes the identity matrix. Hence, from a numerical point of
view we need a discretization of Du in order to deal with this problem. Although we will
only consider here the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, we emphasize the fact that our
framework naturally allows to take into account those outow boundary conditions.
Different methods of gradient reconstruction for cell-centered nite volume have been
proposed since the last ten years, one can refer to [3], [12], [17], [19] and [15, 25]. In all
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cases, the crucial feature is that the summation-by-parts procedure permits to reconstruct the
whole two dimensional discrete gradient, starting from two point nite differences. Many
of them have been compared in the benchmark of the FVCA5 conference [24], for scalar
diffusion problems.
We consider here the class of nite volume schemes called Discrete Duality Finite
Volume (DDFV for short). The DDFV schemes have been rst introduced and studied in
[15, 25] to approximate the solution of the Laplace equation on a large class of 2D meshes
including non-conformal and distorted meshes, without orthogonality assumptions as for
classical nite volume methods. Those schemes require unknowns on both vertices and cen-
ters of control volumes. These two sets of unknowns allow to reconstitute two-dimensional
discrete gradient (dened on new geometric elements called diamonds) and discrete diver-
gence operators that are in duality in a discrete sense (see Theorem 3.1). The number of
unknowns doubles compared to usual cell-centered nite volume schemes, but the gradient
approximation becomes simple and quite efcient. The benchmark [24] brings out that the
DDFV method is a competitive rst order method especially as far as the accuracy of the
gradient is concerned. The DDFV framework is thoroughly recalled in Section 3.
Since ten years, the DDFV strategy has then been applied for several linear and nonlin-
ear problems: linear anisotropic diffusion equations in [6, 15, 25, 26]; convection-diffusion
problems in [10]; div-curl problems in [14]; the nonlinear diffusion equations for Leray-Lions
operators in [2, 5]. We can also mention [11] where the DDFV method is adapted to solve
numerically a bi-domain problem arising in bio-mathematics.
Concerning the DDFV discretization of the Stokes problem we are interested in here, the
rst results can be found in [13] where the author rst considered the natural extension of the
DDFV scheme classically used for the Laplace problem, that is: velocity unknowns located
at both vertices and centers of control volumes and pressure unknowns at the diamond cells
(those cells where the discrete gradient operator is dened). Unfortunately, the corresponding
scheme is only proved to be well-posed for particular classes of meshes. Indeed, the well-
posedness result relies on a uniform discrete inf-sup condition, which is still an open problem
for general meshes.
To overcome this difculty, we propose here to add to this scheme a stabilization term in
the mass conservation equation. This stabilization term is inspired by the well known Brezzi-
Pitkäranta method [8] in the nite element framework. This stabilization strategy have been
successfully used in the nite volume framework [20, 21], since it is easy to write and to
implement, while preserving a good accuracy. We prove that the stabilized DDFV scheme
is well-posed for 2D general meshes. Moreover, this stabilization term plays a key role in
proving error estimates. Indeed, the appropriate choice of the stabilization term enables to
prove a stability result (see Theorem 6.1) which is the rst step towards the error estimates.
More precisely, we prove here a rst order convergence for the velocity, for its gradient and
for the pressure in the L2-norm provided that the exact solution satises usual regularity
assumptions.
Note that, an alternative strategy has also been proposed in [13] to overcome the dif-
culties of the analysis of the non-stabilized scheme. The author proposed to formulate the
Stokes problem in the vorticity-velocity-pressure form and then to approximate the velocity
on the diamond cells and the pressure on both vertices and centers of primal control volumes.
This approach uses the fact that¢v is equal tordiv v¡ curl curl v, for any vector eld v.
Thus, it seems that it can not be easily generalized to the case where the viscosity is variable.
Only the 2D case is on purpose in this article. 3D extensions of DDFV schemes have
been proposed in [11, 1], [27] and [9] for linear and nonlinear anisotropic diffusion equations,
see Remark 3.4, and the extension of the present work is proposed in [30].
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Outline. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to introducing basic
notation. In Section 3, we recall the DDFV framework. In Section 4, we introduce the DDFV
stabilized scheme for the Stokes problem (2.1) and prove its well-posedness (see Theorem
4.1). In Section 5, we present the main results of discrete functional analysis necessary for
the theoretical study of the nite volume method. These results include properties of the
discrete strain rate tensor, in particular we prove a discrete Korn inequality (see Theorem
5.1). In Section 6, we study the stability properties of the approximate solution with respect
to the data (see Corollary 6.1). Then in Section 7, we prove error estimates provided that the
exact solution lies in (H2(­))2£H1(­) (see Theorem 7.1). Finally, in Section 8, theoretical
error estimates are illustrated with numerical results. In the concluding Section 9, we discuss
the extension of our study to some fully practical variants of the nite volume scheme and to
even more general viscosity, for instance discontinuous viscosity, see [29].
2. Stokes model. We are concerned with the nite volume approximation of the Stokes
equations with variable viscosity: Find u : ­! R2 and p : ­! R such that:
div (¡2´(x)Du+ pId) = f ; in ­;
div(u) = 0; in ­;
u = g; on @­;
Z
­
p(x)dx = 0:
(2.1)
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the presentation to the case of Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions and regular right-hand sides. We assume that ­ is a bounded connected polygonal
domain in R2, f is a function in (L2(­))2, the viscosity ´ is a function in L1(­) and g is a
function in (H
1
2 (@­))2 which veries the compatibility condition:Z
@­
g(s) ¢ ~nds = 0: (2.2)
The viscosity ´ : ­ ! R in (2.1) is supposed to be Lipschitz continuous on the whole
domain ­ and bounded: there exists three constant numbers C´;C´;C´ > 0 such that
C´ · ´(x) · C´; for a.e.x 2 ­; (2.3)
and
j´(x)¡ ´(x0)j · C´jx¡ x0j; 8x; x0 2 ­: (2.4)
The well-posedness of the problem (2.1) is studied in [33, 7] for a constant viscosity.
Thanks to a Korn inequality, it can be generalize to variable viscosity. In order to study
convergence rates of our approximate solution, we need to assume regularity of the solution
(u; p) of the problem (2.1). If ­ is a convex polygon, g is equal to zero and the viscosity is
constant, then in [28, 33] the regularity of the solution is the following
u 2 (H2(­))2 and p 2 H1(­):
We denote byMm;n(R) the set of real m £ n matrices (we noteMn(R) when m = n). In
the sequel, k ¢ k2 stands for the natural L2-norm when we consider scalar valued and vector
valued functions and for the Frobenius norm when we consider matrix valued functions:
jjj»jjj2F = (» : ») ; 8» 2M2(R);
jjj»jjj22 =
Z
­
jjj»(x)jjj2Fdx; 8» 2 L2(­;M2(R));
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where (» : e») = X
1·i;j·2
»i;je»i;j = Trace(t»e»); 8»; e» 2M2(R).
REMARK 2.1. The matrix norm jjj ¢ jjjF satises the following property¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
A+ tA
2
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
F
· jjjAjjjF ; 8A 2M2(R):
3. The DDFV framework.
3.1. The meshes and notation.
The meshes. We recall here the main notation and denitions taken from [2]. A DDFV
mesh T is constituted by a primal meshM [ @M and a dual meshM¤ [ @M¤. An example
for square locally rened primal mesh is on Figure 3.1.
KK¤
xK¤
xK
K
xK
Primal cellsK
Primal node xK
Interior vertices xK¤
Dual cellK¤
Vertices xK¤ on the boundary
FIG. 3.1. The mesh T . (Left) The primal meshM[ @M. (Right) The dual meshM¤ [ @M¤.
The primal meshM is a set of disjoint open polygonal control volumes K ½ ­ such that
[K = ­. We denote by @M the set of edges of the control volumes in M included in @­,
which we consider as degenerate control volumes. To each control volume and degenerate
control volume K 2M [ @M, we associate a point xK. For each degenerate control volume
K 2 @M, we choose the point xK equal to the midpoint of the control volume K. This family
of points is denoted by X = fxK; K 2M [ @Mg.
Let X¤ denote the set of the vertices of the primal control volumes in M that we split
into X¤ = X¤int [X¤ext where X¤int \ @­ = ; and X¤ext ½ @­. With any point xK¤ 2 X¤int
(resp. xK¤ 2 X¤ext), we associate the polygon K¤ 2M¤ (resp. K¤ 2 @M¤) whose vertices are
fxK 2 X; such that xK¤ 2 K; K 2 Mg (resp. fxK¤g [ fxK 2 X; such that xK¤ 2 K; K 2
(M[@M)g) sorted with respect to the clockwise order of the corresponding control volumes,
This denes the setM¤ [ @M¤ of dual control volumes. In some particular cases, we can
have an overlap of dual cells, like it is shown Figure 3.2. To eliminate such cases, we made
Assumption 3.1.
xL¤
Primal cells
xK¤
Dual cell K¤
Dual cell L¤
FIG. 3.2. An example where two dual cells K¤ and L¤ overlap: L¤ ½ K¤.
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REMARK 3.1. Our denition of dual control volumes differs from the one proposed in
[13, 14] or [26]. In [14], they built K¤ by joining not only the barycenter xK associated
to the elements of the primal mesh of which xK¤ is a vertex but also the midpoint of the
edges of which xK¤ is a vertex. This construction is usually called the barycentric dual mesh.
Barycentric dual cells never overlap.
For all control volumes K and L, we assume that @K \ @L is either empty or a common
vertex or an edge of the primal mesh denoted by ¾ = KjL. We note by E the set of such edges.
We also note ¾¤ = K¤jL¤ and E¤ for the corresponding dual denitions.
Given the primal and dual control volumes, we dene the diamond cells D¾;¾¤ being the
quadrangles whose diagonals are a primal edge ¾ = KjL = (xK¤ ; xL¤) and a corresponding
dual edge ¾¤ = K¤jL¤ = (xK; xL), (see Fig. 3.3). Note that the diamond cells are not
necessarily convex. If ¾ 2 E \ @­, the quadrangle D¾;¾¤ degenerate into a triangle (see
Fig. 3.3). The set of the diamond cells is denoted by D and we have ­ = [
D2D
D.
xL
xK
xL¤
xK¤
¾¤
xK¤
xL¤
xK
xL
Diamond cell D
Vertices
Primal node
Primal edge ¾ = KjL
Dual edge ¾¤ = K¤jL¤ ¾¤
¾ ¾
FIG. 3.3. The diamond cells. (Left) Interior diamond cell. (Right) Boundary diamond cell.
Notation. For any primal control volume K 2M [ @M, we note
² mK its Lebesgue measure,
² EK the set of its edges (if K 2M), or the one-element set fKg if K 2 @M.
² DK = fD¾;¾¤ 2 D; ¾ 2 EKg,
² dK its diameter,
² ¾K := B(xK; ½K) \ @­ ½ K for K 2 @M, m¾K its length, the value ½K is chosen
such that the inclusion is veried.
We will also use corresponding dual notation: mK¤ , EK¤ , DK¤ , dK¤ , ¾K¤ , ½K¤ andm¾K¤ .
Dual edge ¾¤ = K¤jL¤
Diamond cell D
Vertices
Primal node
Primal edge ¾ = KjL
~¿K;L
xL
~n¾¤K¤
xK
xL¤
xK¤
xD
¾¤
dK¤;L
dL¤;L
xK¤
xL¤
xK
xL
¾¤
¾ ¾
®D
~¿K¤;L¤
~n¾K = ~nD
FIG. 3.4. Notations in the diamond cells. (Left) Interior diamond cell. (Right) Boundary diamond cell.
For a diamond cell D = D¾;¾¤ whose vertices are (xK; xK¤ ; xL; xL¤) (Fig. 3.4), we note
² xD the center of the diamond cell D: xD = ¾ \ ¾¤,
² m¾ the length of the primal edge ¾,
² m¾¤ the length of the dual edge ¾¤,
² ~n¾K the unit vector normal to ¾ oriented from xK to xL, also noted ~nD,
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² ~n¾¤K¤ the unit vector normal to ¾¤ oriented from xK¤ to xL¤ ,
² ~¿K;L the unit vector parallel to ¾¤ oriented from xK to xL,
² ~¿K¤;L¤ the unit vector parallel to ¾ oriented from xK¤ to xL¤ ,
² ®D the angle between ~¿K;L and ~¿K¤;L¤ ,
² dK¤;L (respectively dL¤;L) the length between xK¤ (respectively xL¤) and xL,
² hD its diameter,
² s its edges (for example s = [xK; xK¤ ]),
² ED = fs; s 2 @D and s 6½ @­g the set of interior edges of D,
² S = fs 2 ED; 8 D 2 Dg the set of interior edges of all diamond cells D 2 D,
² ms the length of a diamond edge s,
² ~nsD the unit vector normal to s = DjD0 oriented from D to D0,
² mD its measure, which is equal to
mD =
1
2
sin(®D)m¾m¾¤ : (3.1)
In a diamond cell D 2 D, we have two direct orthonormal basis: (~¿K¤;L¤ , ~n¾K) and
(~n¾¤K¤ , ~¿K;L). We denote by ~n
D = (~nD)D2D 2 (R2)D. We distinguish the interior dia-
mond cells and the boundary diamond cells:
Dext = fD 2 D; D \ @­ 6= ;g and Dint = DnDext:
ASSUMPTION 3.1. We assume that all the diamond cells D are convex.
Assumption 3.1 implies that the center xD of the diamond cell D (resp. the node xK¤ of
the dual cell K¤) is inside D (resp. K¤). We also have for all (K¤; L¤) 2M¤ [ @M¤ such that
K¤ 6= L¤, we have
±
K¤ \
±
L¤= ;. It is not the case if we do not assume 3.1 (see Figure 3.2).
REMARK 3.2. If Assumption 3.1 is not satised, for instance in Figure 3.5, we take the
barycentric dual mesh (dened in Remark 3.1). In that case, the center xD of the diamond
cell D¾;¾¤ is dened as the barycenter of the primal edge ¾.
D non convex
FIG. 3.5. An example where the diamond cells D could be non convex.
Mesh regularity measurement. Let size(T ) be the maximum of the diameters of the
diamond cells in D. To measure how at the diamond cells are, we note ®T the unique real
in ]0; ¼2 ] such that sin(®T ) := minD2D
j sin(®D)j. We introduce a positive number reg(T ) that
quanties the regularity of a given mesh and is useful to perform the convergence analysis of
nite volume schemes:
reg(T ) := max
µ
1
sin(®T )
;N ;N ¤;max
D2D
max
s2ED
hD
ms
; max
K2M
D2DK
dK
hD
; max
K¤2M¤[@M¤
D2DK¤
dK¤
hD
;
max
D2D
hDp
mD
; max
K¤2M¤[@M¤
dK¤p
mK¤
;max
K2M
dKp
mK
¶
;
(3.2)
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where N and N ¤ are the maximum of edges of each primal cell and the maximum of edges
incident to any vertex. The number reg(T ) should be uniformly bounded when size(T )! 0
for the convergence to hold.
For instance, this number reg(T ) is involved in the following geometrical result: there
exists two constants C1 and C2 depending on reg(T ) such that for any K 2 M, K¤ 2 M¤ [
@M¤ and D 2 D such that D \ K 6= ; and D \ K¤ 6= ;, we have
C1mK · mD · C2mK; C1mK¤ · mD · C2mK¤ :
3.2. Unknowns and discrete projections. The DDFV method for the Stokes problem
requires staggered unknowns. It associates to any primal cell K 2M[@M an unknown value
uK 2 R2 for the velocity, to any dual cell K¤ 2 M¤ [ @M¤ an unknown value uK¤ 2 R2
for the velocity and to any diamond cell D 2 D an unknown value pD 2 R for the pressure.
These unknowns are collected in the families :
uT =
³
(uK)K2(M[@M) ; (uK¤)K¤2(M¤[@M¤)
´
2 ¡R2¢T ;
pD =
¡
(pD)D2D
¢ 2 RD:
We dene now the discrete mean-value boundary data, for any vector function v lying in
(H1(­))2, denoted by P@­m and dened as follows:
P@­m v =
Ãµ
1
m¾K
Z
¾K
v(x)dx
¶
K2@M
;
Ã
1
m¾K¤
Z
¾K¤
v(x)dx
!
K¤2@M¤
!
; (3.3)
and the interior mean-value projection for any integrable vector function v on ­:
PMmv =
µµ
1
mK
Z
K
v(x)dx
¶
K2M
¶
;PM¤m v =
µµ
1
mK¤
Z
K¤
v(x)dx
¶
K¤2M¤
¶
: (3.4)
We nally gather these projections in the following notation:
PTmv =
¡
PMmv;P
M¤
m v;P
@­
m v
¢
; 8 v 2 (H1(­))2: (3.5)
We introduce the center-value projection:
PTc v = ((v(xK))K2(M[@M); (v(xK¤))K¤2(M¤[@M¤)); 8 v 2 (H2(­))2: (3.6)
We also dene a mean-value projection on ­ over the diamond mesh D for any integrable
function q:
PDmq =
µµ
1
mD
Z
D
q(x)dx
¶
D2D
¶
: (3.7)
We specify two discrete subsets of
¡
R2
¢T needed to take into account the Dirichlet
boundary conditions
E0 =
n
vT 2¡R2¢T s. t. vK=0; 8K 2 @M and vK¤=0; 8K¤ 2 @M¤o ;
Eg =
n
vT 2¡R2¢T s. t. vK=(P@­m g)K; 8K 2 @M and vK¤=(P@­m g)K¤ ; 8K¤ 2 @M¤o :
We dene the projectionPm;g on the set Eg:
Pm;g :
¡
R2
¢T ¡! Eg
uT 7¡! ((uK)K2M; (P@­m g)K2@M; (uK¤)K¤2M¤ ; (P@­m g)K¤2@M¤):
(3.8)
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3.3. Discrete operators. In this subsection, we dene the discrete operators which are
needed in order to write and analyse the DDFV scheme. We begin with the discrete gradient.
DEFINITION 3.1 (Discrete gradient). We dene a consistent approximation of the gra-
dient operator of a vector eld in
¡
R2
¢T
denoted by rD : uT 2 ¡R2¢T 7! (rDuT )D2D 2
(M2(R))D, as follows:
rDuT = 1
sin(®D)
·
uL ¡ uK
m¾¤
­ ~n¾K + uL
¤ ¡ uK¤
m¾
­ ~n¾¤K¤
¸
;
where ­ represents the tensor product. It can also be written as follows, (see (3.1)):
rDuT = 1
2mD
[m¾(uL ¡ uK)­ ~n¾K +m¾¤(uL¤ ¡ uK¤)­ ~n¾¤K¤ ] :
REMARK 3.3. We recall the discrete gradient operator for a scalar eld in RT still
denoted by rD : uT 2 RT 7! (rDuT )D2D 2
¡
R2
¢D
, which is dened as follows:
rDuT = 1
2mD
[(uL ¡ uK)m¾~n¾K + (uL¤ ¡ uK¤)m¾¤~n¾¤K¤ ] ; 8D 2 D:
REMARK 3.4. For two neighbour cells K and L sharing a face F , we can naturally dene
two directions: the line xKxL and one edge e ½ @F . The difference in the 3D approach comes
from the choice of the third complementary direction. In [1, 11] this third direction is given
by a different edge e0 ½ @F of the face F , restrictions on the primal mesh are needed. In
[27, 9], the third direction is given by xFxe where xF and xe are the barycenter of the face
F and the edge e ½ @F .
DEFINITION 3.2 (Discrete divergence). We dene a consistent approximation of the
divergence operator applied to discrete tensor elds denoted by divT : »D = (»D)D2D 2
(M2(R))D 7! divT »D 2
¡
R2
¢T
, as follows:
divK»D =
1
mK
X
¾2@K
m¾»
D~n¾K; 8K 2M; and divK»D = 0; 8K 2 @M;
divK
¤
»D =
1
mK¤
X
¾¤2@K¤
m¾¤»
D~n¾¤K¤ ; 8K¤ 2M¤;
divK
¤
»D =
1
mK¤
0@ X
D¾;¾¤2DK¤
m¾¤»
D~n¾¤K¤ +
X
D¾;¾¤2DK¤\Dext
dK¤;L»
D~n¾K
1A ; 8K¤ 2 @M¤:
In order to write the DDFV scheme in a compact form, we will denote the discrete divergence
on the primal mesh and on the interior dual mesh as follows:
divM»D =
³¡
divK»D
¢
K2M
´
; divM
¤
»D =
³¡
divK
¤
»D
¢
K¤2M¤
´
:
Thanks to the discrete gradient we can dene a discrete strain rate tensor and a discrete
divergence of a vector eld in
¡
R2
¢T .
DEFINITION 3.3 (Discrete strain rate tensor). We dene a discrete strain rate tensor of
a vector eld in
¡
R2
¢T
, denoted by: DD : uT 2 ¡R2¢T 7! (DDuT )D2D 2 (M2(R))D, with
DDuT =
rDuT + t(rDuT )
2
, for all D 2 D.
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DEFINITION 3.4. We dene a discrete divergence of a vector eld in
¡
R2
¢T
, denoted
by: divD : uT 2 ¡R2¢T 7! (divDuT )D2D 2 RD, with divDuT = Trace(rDuT ), for all
D 2 D.
REMARK 3.5. Remark that divDuT can be expressed in the following way:
divDuT =
1
2mD
[m¾(uL ¡ uK) ¢ ~n¾K +m¾¤(uL¤ ¡ uK¤) ¢ ~n¾¤K¤ ] ;
and
divD(uT ) =
1
mD
X
s=[xK;xK¤ ]2ED
ms
uK¤ + uK
2
¢ ~nsD; 8 uT 2
¡
R2
¢T
: (3.9)
The relation 3.9 is the discrete counterpart of
Z
D
div(u)(z)dz =
Z
ED
u(s) ¢ ~nDds.
3.4. Inner products and norms. First of all, we dene trace operators on both
¡
R2
¢T
and (R2)D. Set °T : uT 2 ¡R2¢T 7! °T (uT ) = (°¾(uT ))¾2@M 2 (R2)@M, as follows:
°¾(u
T ) =
dK¤;L(uK¤ + uL) + dL¤;L(uL¤ + uL)
2m¾
; 8 ¾ 2 @M:
This trace operator enables to impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions in a weak way. The
second one is denoted by °D : ÁD 2 (R2)D 7! (ÁD)D2Dext 2 (R2)Dext and is only a
restriction operator on Dext. Then, we dene the four following inner products
JvT ;uT KT = 12
ÃX
K2M
mKuK ¢ vK +
X
K¤2M¤[@M¤
mK¤uK¤¢ vK¤
!
; 8uT ;vT2¡R2¢T;
(ÁD;vT )@­ =
X
D¾;¾¤2Dext
m¾Á
D ¢ v¾; 8 ÁD 2 (R2)Dext ;vT 2 (R2)@M;
(pD; qD)D =
X
D2D
mDp
DqD; 8pD; qD 2 RD;
(»D : ÁD)D =
X
D2D
mD(»D : ÁD); 8»D; ÁD 2 (M2(R))D;
(recall that (» : e») = Trace(t»e»)). We dene the corresponding norms as follows
kuT k2 = JuT ;uT K 12T ; 8uT 2 ¡R2¢T ;
kpDk2 = (pD; pD)
1
2
D; 8pD 2 RD;
jjj»Djjj2 = (»D : »D)
1
2
D; 8»D 2 (M2(R))D:
3.5. Discrete Stokes formula. In [2, 14, 15], the discrete gradient and discrete diver-
gence for a scalar-value function are linked by a discrete Stokes formula, which is the duality
property giving its name to the method. We want to generalize the discrete Stokes formula for
vector-valued functions. The discrete Stokes formula for vector-valued functions is deduced
from its scalar counterpart (given in [2]) by working component per component.
THEOREM 3.1 (Discrete Stokes formula). For all »D 2 (M2(R))D, uT 2
¡
R2
¢T
:
JdivT »D;uT KT = ¡(»D : rDuT )D + (°D(»D~nD);°T (uT ))@­:
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3.6. Preparation of the stabilization procedure. Finally, a second order discrete dif-
ference operator will be needed to dene the stabilization term in the Stokes problem.
DEFINITION 3.5. We dene a non consistent discrete approximation of the laplacian
¢p, denoted by ¢D : pD 2 RD 7! ¢DpD 2 RD, and dened as follows:
¢DpD =
1
mD
X
s=DjD02ED
h2D + h2D0
h2D
(pD
0 ¡ pD); 8 D 2 D:
Note that we do not need a consistent approximation of the Laplace operator. In fact, a
consistent approximation based on a two-point ux formula would require the diamond mesh
to verify an orthogonality constraint as, for instance, in the case of admissible meshes [18],
which has no reason to hold here.
Related to this operator, we dene a mesh dependent semi-norm j ¢ jh over RD by:
jpDj2h =
X
s=DjD02S
(h2D + h
2
D0)(p
D0 ¡ pD)2; 8pD 2 RD: (3.10)
The semi-norm jpjh is the discrete counterpart of size(T )jrpj2.
REMARK 3.6. We have, for any pD 2 RD, by reorganizing the summation over s 2 S,
¡(h2D¢DpD; pD)D =
X
D2D
pD
X
s2ED
(h2D + h
2
D0)(p
D ¡ pD0)
=
X
s=DjD02S
(h2D + h
2
D0)(p
D0 ¡ pD)2
= jpDj2h:
The following Lemma is an inverse Sobolev lemma, that is a bound of the discrete semi-
norm j ¢ jh, dened by (3.10), by the L2-norm k ¢ k2.
LEMMA 3.1. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists C > 0 depending only on reg(T ), such
that for any pD 2 RD, we have
jpDjh · CkpDk2:
Proof. Using the denition (3.10) of the discrete semi-norm j ¢ jh and the Young inequality,
we have
jpDj2h · 2
X
s=DjD02S
(h2D + h
2
D0)((p
D0)2 + (pD)2):
Reordering the summation over the set of diamond cells, we get
jpDj2h · 2
X
D2D
mD(pD)2
0@ 1
mD
X
s=DjD02ED
(h2D + h
2
D0)
1A :
We conclude, using the relation (3.2) and the fact that#(ED) · 4. ¤
4. DDFV schemes for the Stokes equation. We note ´D =
Z
¹D
´(s)d¹¹D(s), for all
D 2 D, where ¹¹D is a probability measure on ¹D. This includes the case ´D = ´(xD) or
´D =
1
mD
Z
D
´(x)dx. Furthermore, we always have the following inequality
C´ · ´D · C´; 8D 2 D:
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As claimed in introduction, we approximate the velocity on both vertices and centers of
primal control volumes and the pressure on the diamond cells. We integrate the momentum
conservation law of problem (2.1) on the primal mesh M and on the interior dual mesh
M¤. The mass conservation equation is directly approached on the diamond mesh using
the discrete operator divD and a stabilized term inspired by the well known Brezzi-Pitkäranta
scheme. We impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions on @M and on @M¤. Finally, the
integral of the pressure is imposed to be equal to zero.
The scheme for the problem (2.1) reads as follows:8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
Find uT 2 Eg and pD 2 RD such that,
divM(¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = fM;
divM
¤
(¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = fM¤ ;
divD(uT )¡ ¸h2D¢DpD = 0;X
D2D
mDp
D = 0;
(4.1)
with ¸ > 0 given, fM = PMmf and fM
¤ = PM¤m f , where the projection is dened by (3.4).
REMARK 4.1. At the continuous level, we have a compatibility condition (2.2). The
same relation still holds at the discrete level. Indeed, we have by using the discrete Stokes
formula Theorem 3.1
(divD(uT )¡ ¸h2D¢DpD; 1)D = (divDuT ; 1)D = (rDuT : Id)D
= (°D(~nD);°T (uT ))@­:
Using the scheme (4.1), we obtain the following conditionX
D¾;¾¤2Dext
m¾°¾(g
T ) ¢ ~n¾K = 0:
We deduce a link between the mass conservation equation and the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion.
REMARK 4.2. In (4.1), we have added the discrete counterpart of
R
­
p(x)dx = 0, that
is
X
D2D
mDp
D = 0 in order to ensure the uniqueness of the pressure.
REMARK 4.3. Note that we impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions on @M¤, so that
we do not integrate the momentum conservation law of problem (2.1) on @M¤. An alternative
scheme would be for instance8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
Find uT 2 ¡R2¢T and pD 2 RD such that,
divT (¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = fT ;
°T (uT ) = g@M;
divD(uT )¡ ¸h2D¢DpD = 0;X
D2D
mDp
D = 0:
Since even for g = 0 we are not sure that uT 2 E0, the well-posedness and the stability of
this scheme is still an open problem (it is not known if Korn inequality holds in this case, see
Theorem 5.1).
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that ´ satises (2.3). For any mesh T as described in Section 3,
the nite volume scheme (4.1) with ¸ > 0 admits a unique solution (uT ; pD) 2 ¡R2¢T £RD.
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In order to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (4.1), a discrete Korn
inequality is needed and proved in Section 5.1 (see Theorem 5.1).
Proof. LetN denote the cardinal of
¡
R2
¢T £RD. Scheme (4.1) can be written with qD = 0
and ® = 0 as
divM(¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = fM;
divM
¤
(¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = fM¤ ;
8K 2 @M; uK = gK;
8K¤ 2 @M¤; uK¤ = gK¤ ;
divD(uT )¡ ¸h2D¢DpD = qD;X
D2D
mDp
D = ®:
This is a linear system: Av = b with a rectangle matrix A 2 MN+1;N (R), v 2 RN and
b = (fM; fM¤ ;gT ; qD; ®)0 2 RN+1. Let X be the following set
X =
8<:(fM; fM¤ ;gT ; qD; ®)0 2 RN+1;X
D2D
mDq
D =
X
D¾;¾¤2Dext
m¾°¾(g
T ) ¢ ~n¾K
9=; ;
with dim X = N . We have that (fM; fM¤ ;gT ; 0; 0)0 belongs to X , see Remark 4.1. Simi-
larly, we can prove that ImA ½ X . If we prove that the kernel of the matrix A is zero, we
conclude that dim ImA = N and so ImA = X . Let us then study the kernel of the matrix A.
Let uT 2 E0 and pD 2 RD such that:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
divM(¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = 0;
divM
¤
(¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = 0;
divD(uT )¡ ¸h2D¢DpD = 0;X
D2D
mDp
D = 0:
By denition of J¢; ¢KT and the fact that uT 2 E0, we deduce that
JdivT (¡2´DDDuT + pDId);uT KT = 0:
Using the discrete Stokes formula Theorem 3.1, noting that uT 2 E0 implies that °T (uT )=
0, that DDuT is a symmetric tensor, and substituting divDuT = TracerDuT = (Id :
rDuT ), we obtain
JdivT (¡2´DDDuT + pDId);uT KT = ¡2´DDDuT : DDuT ¢D ¡ (divDuT ; pD)D:
Furthermore, the mass conservation equation and Remark 3.6 give:
¡(divDuT ; pD)D = ¡¸(h2D¢DpD; pD)D = ¸jpDj2h;
where j:jh is the semi-norm introduced in (3.10). Using the discrete Korn inequality, c.f.
Theorem 5.1, and the bounds on ´ given in (2.3), we have:
JdivT (¡2´DDDuT + pDId);uT KT ¸ C´jjjrDuT jjj22 + ¸jpDj2h:
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We nally get
0 ¸ C´jjjrDuT jjj22 + ¸jpDj2h;
which implies that
jjjrDuT jjj22 = 0 and jpDj2h = 0:
Therefore, we have that rDuT = 0 and pD is constant, which implies that there exists three
constants c0 2 R2, c1 2 R2 and c3 2 R such that :
8 K 2 (M [ @M); uK = c0;
8 K¤ 2 (M¤ [ @M¤); uK¤ = c1;
8 D 2 D; pD = c3:
Since uT belongs to E0 we have c0 = c1 = 0. Consequently, we have uT = 0. Then, we
use the fact that pD veries
X
D2D
mDp
D = 0 so pD = 0. ¤
5. Results on discrete operators. In this section, we present several results on the dis-
crete operators. In Section 5.1, we begin with the properties of the discrete strain rate tensor.
The main result is the proof of a discrete Korn inequality. In Sections 5.2-5.3, we review the
results of [2] and adapt them to the vector-valued setting. Then, in Sections 5.4-5.5, we focus
on the properties of mean-value projection operator.
5.1. Properties of discrete strain rate tensor. Korn inequality. We rst have the
bound of the discrete strain rate tensor by the discrete gradient.
PROPOSITION 5.1. For all uT 2 ¡R2¢T , we get
jjjDDuT jjj2 · jjjrDuT jjj2:
Proof. Thanks to Remark 2.1 we have
jjjDDuT jjj22 =
X
D2D
mDjjjDDuT jjj2F ·
X
D2D
mDjjjrDuT jjj2F = jjjrDuT jjj22:
¤
We introduce the following notation
8u;v 2 R2; u ^ v = u1v2 ¡ u2v1:
From usual differential calculus, we know that for any smooth function u : ­ ¡! R2, we
have
div
³
t(ru)
´
= div (div (u) Id) = r(div(u)):
The corresponding discrete property is proved in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.2. For all uT 2 E0, we have
divT
³
t¡rDuT ¢´ = divT ³divD(uT )Id´ :
Proof. On any diamond D 2 D, the matrix
³
t(rDuT )¡ divDuT Id
´
is given by³
t(rDuT )¡ divDuT Id
´
=
µ¡ (rDuT2 )2 (rDuT2 )1
(rDuT1 )2 ¡ (rDuT1 )1
¶
:
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Let K 2M. We obtain
mKdivK
³
t¡rDuT ¢¡ divD(uT )Id´ = X
D2DK
m¾
µ rDuT2 ^ ~n¾K
¡rDuT1 ^ ~n¾K
¶
:
Using the denition of the gradient for a scalar eld dened in Remark 3.3 and the fact that
~n¾K ^ ~n¾¤K¤ = sin(®D), we deduce
rDuTi ^ ~n¾K =
ui;L¤ ¡ ui;K¤
sin(®D)m¾
~n¾¤K¤ ^ ~n¾K = ui;K
¤ ¡ ui;L¤
m¾
:
It implies that we have
mKdivK
³
t¡rDuT ¢¡ divD(uT )Id´ = X
D2DK
µ
u2;K¤ ¡ u2;L¤
u1;L¤ ¡ u1;K¤
¶
: (5.1)
K
~¿K;L
~n¾¤K¤
~n¾¤K¤
~¿K;L
xK
D
D0
xL¤ in D
xK¤ in D0
FIG. 5.1. Trigonometrical path.
Recall that in each diamond cell D 2 DK, the basis (~¿K;L;~n¾¤K¤) is supposed to be directly
oriented. It implies that for each diamond cell D 2 DK the points xK¤ and xL¤ are well dened
with this choice and for two distinguished diamond cells D and D0, such that ¹D \ ¹D0 6= ;, the
point xL¤ of D coincides with the point xK¤ of D0, (see Figure 5.1). Thus the right-hand side
of (5.1) is equal to zero. Hence for all K 2M, we conclude
divK
³
t¡rDuT ¢´ = divK ³divD(uT )Id´ :
The same result holds for all K¤ 2M¤. First, we get
mK¤divK
¤
³
t¡rDuT ¢¡ divD(uT )Id´ = X
D2DK¤
m¾¤
µ rDuT2 ^ ~n¾¤K¤
¡rDuT1 ^ ~n¾¤K¤
¶
;
and
mK¤divK
¤
³
t¡rDuT ¢¡ divD(uT )Id´ = X
D2DK¤
µ
u2;L ¡ u2;K
u1;K ¡ u1;L
¶
: (5.2)
Thanks to the orientation, the right-hand side of (5.2) is equal to zero, it implies that
divK
¤
³
t¡rDuT ¢´ = divK¤ ³divD(uT )Id´ ; 8 K¤ 2M¤:
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The case where K¤ 2 @M¤ is slightly different, Denition 3.2 of the discrete divergence gives
mK¤divK
¤
³
t¡rDuT ¢¡ divD(uT )Id´ = X
D2DK¤
m¾¤
³
t(rDuT )¡ divDuT Id
´
~n¾¤K¤
+
X
D2DK¤\Dext
dK¤;L
³
t(rDuT )¡ divDuT Id
´
~n¾K:
(5.3)
For the rst sum on D 2 DK¤ of the right-hand side of (5.3), we can do the same as for
K¤ 2M¤: thanks to (5.2), we have
X
D2DK¤
m¾¤
³
t(rDuT )¡ divDuT Id
´
~n¾¤K¤ =
X
D2DK¤
µ
u2;L ¡ u2;K
u1;K ¡ u1;L
¶
: (5.4)
For the second sum of the right-hand side of (5.3), we can do the same as for K 2M: thanks
to (5.1), we have
X
D2DK¤\Dext
dK¤;L
³
t(rDuT )¡ divDuT Id
´
~n¾K =
X
D2DK¤\Dext
dK¤;L
m¾
µ
u2;K¤ ¡ u2;L¤
u1;L¤ ¡ u1;K¤
¶
: (5.5)
Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) into (5.3), we get
mK¤divK
¤
(
t¡rDuT ¢¡ divD(uT )Id)
=
X
D2DK¤
µ
u2;L ¡ u2;K
u1;K ¡ u1;L
¶
+
X
D2DK¤\Dext
dK¤;L
m¾
µ
u2;K¤ ¡ u2;L¤
u1;L¤ ¡ u1;K¤
¶
:
Thanks to the boundary condition uT 2 E0, for all D 2 DK¤ \ Dext, we have u2;K¤ =
u2;L¤ = u1;L¤ = u1;K¤ = 0. It implies thatX
D2DK¤\Dext
dK¤;L
m¾
µ
u2;K¤ ¡ u2;L¤
u1;L¤ ¡ u1;K¤
¶
= 0:
xK¤xL¤1
xL1 xL¤2
xK2
xL2
~n¾¤K¤
~n¾¤K¤
~n¾¤K¤
xK1
K¤
~¿K;L
~¿K;L
~n¾¤K¤
~¿K;L
~¿K;L
D1 D2
~¿K;L ~n¾¤K¤
FIG. 5.2. Trigonometrical path.
Using the notation of Figure 5.2, the sum over the diamond cells D 2 DK¤ is equal toX
D2DK¤
µ
u2;L ¡ u2;K
u1;K ¡ u1;L
¶
=
µ
u2;L1 ¡ u2;L2
u1;L2 ¡ u1;L1
¶
:
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Since uT 2 E0, we have u2;L1 = u2;L2 = u1;L2 = u1;L1 = 0. We deduceX
D2DK¤
µ
u2;L ¡ u2;K
u1;K ¡ u1;L
¶
+
X
D2DK¤\Dext
dK¤;L
m¾
µ
u2;K¤ ¡ u2;L¤
u1;L¤ ¡ u1;K¤
¶
= 0:
It concludes the proof. ¤
REMARK 5.1. We need uT 2 E0 to prove divK¤(t
¡rDuT ¢) = divK¤(¡divD(uT )Id),
for all K¤ 2 @M¤, otherwise we have to add boundary terms.
From Proposition 5.2, we deduce the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.3. For all uT 2 E0, we have³
t¡rDuT ¢ : rDuT ´
D
= kdivD(uT )k22 ¸ 0:
Proof. Using the Stokes formula Theorem 3.1, the fact that uT 2 E0 and then Proposition
5.2, we have³
t¡rDuT ¢ : rDuT ´
D
=¡JdivT ³t¡rDuT ¢´ ;uT KT=¡JdivT (divD(uT )Id);uT KT :
Using once more the Stokes formula Theorem 3.1 for uT 2 E0 and substituting divDuT =
TracerDuT = (Id : rDuT ), we obtain³
t¡rDuT ¢ : rDuT ´
D
= (divD(uT )Id : rDuT )D = kdivD(uT )k22 ¸ 0:
¤
We are now able to prove a discrete Korn inequality:
THEOREM 5.1 (Discrete Korn inequality). For all uT 2 E0, we have
jjjrDuT jjj2 ·
p
2jjjDDuT jjj2:
Proof. This is just a consequence of the following equality and of Proposition 5.3.
jjjDDuT jjj22 =
1
2
jjjrDuT jjj22 +
1
2
(
t¡rDuT ¢ : rDuT )D:
¤
5.2. Technical lemmas. Poincaré inequality. We will need two technical results and
the discrete Poincaré inequality whose proofs can be found in the literature. The rst one is
[2, Lemma 3.4] (see also [17, Lemma 6.3]).
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any bounded polygonal set
P ½ R2 with positive measure, any segment ¾ ½ R2 and any v 2 H1(R2), we have
jvP ¡ v¾j2 · 1
m¾mP
Z
¾
Z
P
jv(x)¡ v(y)j2dxdy · C diam(
cP¾)3
m¾mP
Z
cP¾ jrv(z)j
2dz;
where vP denotes the mean value of v on P , v¾ the mean value of v on the segment ¾, andcP¾ is the convex hull of P [ ¾.
The second one is the vector-valued version of the rst Lemma 8.1 in the Appendix [16].
LEMMA 5.2. Let K be a non empty open polygonal convex set in R2 such that, for
some ® > 0, there exists a ball of radius ®diam(K) contained in K. Let E be an afne
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hyperplane of R2 and ¾ be a non-empty open subset of E contained in @K \ E. Then there
exists a constant C > 0, depending only on ®, for any v 2 (H1(K))2:¯¯¯¯
1
m¾
Z
¾
v(s)ds
¯¯¯¯2
· Cdiam(K)
m¾
Z
K
jjjrv(s)jjj2Fds+
C
diam(K)m¾
Z
K
jv(s)j2ds:
Let us nally state the discrete version of the Poincaré inequality which is the vector-
valued version of [2, Lemma 3.3].
THEOREM 5.2 (Discrete Poincaré inequality). Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists a
constantC > 0, depending only on the diameter of­ and reg(T ), such that for any uT 2 E0,
we have
kuT k2 · CjjjrDuT jjj2:
5.3. Properties of the mean-value and center-value projection operators. In this
subsection, we give some lemmas on projection operators. We only prove results which
can not be deduced immediately from their scalar counterpart (given in [2]) by working com-
ponent per component.
The following properties of the center-value projection operator, dened by (3.6), are
used in the estimate of the consistency error of our nite volume scheme.
LEMMA 5.3. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists a constant C > 0, depending only on
reg(T ), such that for any function v in (H2(­))2, we have
jjjrv ¡rDPTc vjjj2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 :
COROLLARY 5.1. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists a constant C > 0, depending only
on reg(T ), such that for any function v in (H2(­))2, we have
jjjrDPTc vjjj2 · CjjjrvjjjH1 :
COROLLARY 5.2. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists a constant C > 0, depending only
on reg(T ), such that for any function v in (H2(­))2 which satises div v = 0, we have
kdivDPTc vk2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 :
Proof. Let v 2 (H2(­))2 which satises div v = 0. Let D 2 D; using the fact that
divD(PTc v) = Trace(rDPTc v) and div v = Trace(rv) = 0, we have
divD(PTc v) = Trace(rDPTc v ¡rv(x)); 8 x 2 D:
Lemma 5.3 gives
kdivD(PTc v)k2 · jjjrDPTc v ¡rvjjj2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 :
¤
We will need to evaluate the contribution in the error of the two different projections
PTc v; Pm;gP
T
c v, dened by (3.6) and (3.8), where g = °(v). Note that these two projec-
tions only differ on the boundary cells. For Lemma 5.4 it is crucial to have that P@­m , dened
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by (3.3), used the mean-value on ¾K (resp. ¾K¤ ) with the point xK (resp. xK¤ ) located at the
middle of the edge ¾K (resp. ¾K¤).
LEMMA 5.4. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists a constant C > 0, depending only on
reg(T ), such that for any function v in (H2(­))2, whose trace is denoted by g = °(v), we
have
jjjrDPTc v ¡rDPm;gPTc vjjj2 · Csize(T )kvkH2 :
Next lemma gives the main properties of the mean-value projection, dened by (3.5), of
a H1 functions.
LEMMA 5.5. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists C > 0 depending only on reg(T ), such
that:
jjjrDPTmvjjj2 · Cjjjrvjjj2; 8 v 2 (H1(­))2;
kv ¡ PTmvk2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjj2; 8 v 2 (H1(­))2:
We give below the main properties of the center-value projection, dened by (3.6).
LEMMA 5.6. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists C > 0 depending only on reg(T ), such
that:
kv ¡ PTc vk2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 ; 8 v 2 (H2(­))2;
kv ¡Pm;gPTc vk2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 ; 8 v 2 (H2(­))2;
where g = °(v).
Proof. We only prove the second inequality. The denition of the projectionPm;g implies
thatPm;gP
T
c v and P
T
c v only differ on the boundary @M and @M
¤ whereasPm;gP
T
c v and
PTmv coincide on the boundary @M and @M¤. So we get
kv ¡Pm;gPTc vk22 =
1
2
X
K2M
Z
K
jv(x)¡ v(xK)j2dx+ 12
X
K¤2M¤
Z
K¤
jv(x)¡ v(xK¤)j2dx
+
1
2
X
K¤2@M¤
Z
K¤
¯¯¯¯
¯v(x)¡ 1m¾K¤
Z
¾K¤
v(z)dz
¯¯¯¯
¯
2
dx:
We deduce that
kv ¡Pm;gPTc vk22 · kv ¡ PTc vk22 + kv ¡ PTmvk22:
Lemma 5.5 and the rst inequality conclude the proof. ¤
5.4. Properties of mean-value projection operator on the diamond mesh. The error
estimates analysis of our scheme involves the estimate of the projection PDm on the diamond
mesh, dened by (3.7), of functions lying in H1(­). We give below a property of such a
projection onto the set of discrete functions in our framework.
LEMMA 5.7. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists C > 0 depending only on reg(T ), such
that for any function p in H1(­), we haveX
s=DjD02S
(PD
0
m p¡ PDmp)2 · Ckrpk22:
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Proof. Let p 2 H1(­). We note for simplicity pD = PDmp for any D 2 D and ps =
1
ms
Z
s
p(y)dy, for any s 2 S. We add and subtract ps and use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity: X
s=DjD02S
(pD
0 ¡ pD)2 · 2
X
s=DjD02S
¯¯¯
pD
0 ¡ ps
¯¯¯2
+ 2
X
s=DjD02S
jpD ¡ psj2 : (5.6)
Lemma 5.1 applied on a diamond edge s and the diamond cell D, leads to
jpD ¡ psj2 · C h
3
D
msmD
Z
D
jrp(z)j2dz:
As
h3D
msmD
· C(reg(T )), (see the relation (3.2)), we obtain
jpD ¡ psj2 · C
Z
D
jrp(z)j2dz: (5.7)
Substituting (5.7) into (5.6), we getX
s=DjD02S
(pD
0 ¡ pD)2 · C
X
s=DjD02S
µZ
D
jrp(z)j2dz +
Z
D0
jrp(z)j2dz
¶
:
A diamond cells has at most four neighbouring diamond cells, we deduceX
s=DjD02S
(pD
0 ¡ pD)2 · 4C
X
D2D
Z
D
jrp(z)j2dz = 4C
Z
­
jrp(z)j2dz:
¤
PROPOSITION 5.4. For any mesh T on ­, there exists a constant C > 0, depending only
on reg(T ), such that for any function p in H1(­), we have
kPDmp¡ pk2 · Csize(T )krpk2:
Proof. Let D 2 D. We apply the Jensen inequalityZ
D
jPDmp¡ p(x)j2dx ·
1
mD
Z
D
Z
D
jp(z)¡ p(x)j2dzdx:
To get the upper bound, we add and subtract
1
ms
Z
s
p(y)dy for s 2 ED and use the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality:Z
D
jPDmp¡ p(x)j2dx · 4
Z
D
¯¯¯¯
1
ms
Z
s
(p(z)¡ p(y))dy
¯¯¯¯2
dz:
Applying the Jensen inequality, we haveZ
D
jPDmp¡ p(x)j2dx ·
4
ms
Z
D
Z
s
jp(z)¡ p(y)j2 dydz:
We apply Lemma 5.1 on a diamond edge s and a diamond cell D
1
ms
Z
D
Z
s
jp(y)¡ p(x)j2 dydx · C h
3
D
ms
Z
D
jrp(z)j2dz:
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The relation (3.2) gives that
hD
ms
· C: Finally, we obtain
Z
D
jPDmp¡ p(x)j2dx · size(T )2C
Z
D
jrp(z)j2dz;
which concludes the proof. ¤
5.5. Properties of the discrete divergence on diamond cells. In order to prove the
stability of our nite volume scheme, we will need the following estimate.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let T be a mesh of­. There existsC > 0 depending only on reg(T ),
such that for any function v in (H1(­))2 and any pD 2 RD, we haveX
D2D
Z
D
pD (divD(vT )¡ div(v)) dz · CjpDjhkvkH1 ;
where vT = PTmv is the mean-value projection of v, dened by (3.5), on the mesh T .
Proof. Using the equality (3.9) and the continuous Stokes formula, we have, for any D 2 D:Z
D
(divD(vT )¡ div(v(z))) dz =
X
s=[xK;xK¤ ]2ED
ms
1
ms
Z
s
µ
vK + vK¤
2
¡ v(z)
¶
¢ ~nsDdz:
We note Rsdiv(v) =
1
ms
Z
s
µ
vK + vK¤
2
¡ v(z)
¶
dz: First we multiply by pD and we sum
over the diamond cells D 2 D.X
D2D
Z
D
pD (divD(vT )¡ div(v(z))) dz =
X
D2D
pD
X
s2ED
msRsdiv(v) ¢ ~nsD:
Reordering the summation over s 2 S, we getX
D2D
Z
D
pD (divD(vT )¡ div(v(z))) dz =
X
s=DjD02S
msRsdiv(v) ¢ ~nsD(pD ¡ pD
0
):
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.10) imply that
X
D2D
Z
D
pD (divD(vT )¡ div(v(z))) dz · jpDjh
0@ X
s=DjD02S
m2s
h2D + h2D0
jRsdiv(v)j2
1A 12 :
In order to conclude, it remains to prove that0@ X
s=DjD02S
m2s
h2D + h2D0
jRsdiv(v)j2
1A 12 · CkvkH1 ;
which is done in the following Lemma 5.8. ¤
LEMMA 5.8. Let T be a mesh of ­. There exists C > 0 depending only on reg(T ), such
that for any function v in (H1(­))2, we haveX
s=DjD02S
m2s
h2D + h2D0
jRsdiv(v)j2 · Ckvk2H1 ;
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where vT = PTmv and Rsdiv(v) =
1
ms
Z
s
µ
vK + vK¤
2
¡ v(z)
¶
dz:
Proof. Let v 2 (H1(­))2. We note v =
µ
v1
v2
¶
and the value vs :=
1
ms
Z
s
v(y)dy, for any
s 2 S. We prove the result for any component of v, and then for the function v. For i = 1,
2. For instance, since s 2 S, we can write s = [xK; xK¤ ] ½ K, we apply Lemma 5.1 on the
edge s and on the primal cell K:
¯¯
viK ¡ vis
¯¯2
=
¯¯¯¯
1
msmK
Z
K
Z
s
(vi(z)¡ vi(x))dzdx
¯¯¯¯2
· C (diam(bK))3
msmK
Z
bK jrv
i(z)j2dz:
Thanks to the relation (3.2), we have
m2s(diam(bK))3
msmK(h2D + h2D0)
· C: It implies that
m2s
h2D + h2D0
¯¯
viK ¡ vis
¯¯2 · C ZbK jrvi(z)j2dz:
We deduce that
m2s
h2D + h2D0
jRsdiv(vi)j2 ·
m2s
h2D + h2D0
¯¯
viK ¡ vis
¯¯2
+
m2s
h2D + h2D0
¯¯
viK¤ ¡ vis
¯¯2
· C
Z
bK[cK¤ jrv
i(z)j2dz:
Thus, we obtain for i = 1, 2X
s=DjD02S
m2s
h2D + h2D0
jRsdiv(vi)j2 · C
Z
­
jrvi(z)j2dz:
Summing over i gives the result. ¤
6. Stability of the scheme. In this section, we prove the uniform stability of the DDFV
scheme thanks to the right stabilization term. The stabilization already plays a role to prove
the well-posedness of our scheme, in Section 4. In Theorem 6.1, the choice of the stabilization
term à la Brezzi-Pitkäranta is crucial, since we get Remark 3.6. Let us rst introduce the
bilinear form associated to our DDFV scheme (4.1):
DEFINITION 6.1. We dene the bilinear form associated to our DDFV scheme (4.1):
8 (uT ; pD); (euT ; epD) 2 ¡R2¢T £ RD;
B(uT ; pD; euT ; epD) =JdivT (¡2´DDDuT + pDId); euT KT
+ (divD(uT )¡ ¸h2D¢DpD; epD)D;
where the stabilization parameter ¸ is a positive number.
THEOREM 6.1 (Stability of the scheme). Assume that ´ satises (2.3). Then there exists
C1 > 0 and C2 > 0, depending only on the diameter of ­, ¸, C´ , C´ and reg(T ), such that
for each pair (uT ; pD) 2 E0 £ RD such that
X
D2D
mDp
D = 0, there exists euT 2 E0 and
epD 2 RD:
jjjrDeuT jjj2 + kepDk2 · C1 ¡jjjrDuT jjj2 + kpDk2¢ ; (6.1)
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and
jjjrDuT jjj22 + kpDk22 · C2B(uT ; pD; euT ; epD): (6.2)
Proof. Let (uT ; pD) 2 E0 £ RD such that
X
D2D
mDp
D = 0. The proof of this Theorem is
obtained by building explicitly (euT ; epD) 2 E0 £ RD such that the relations (6.1) and (6.2)
hold.
Step 1. We apply the discrete Stokes formula Theorem 3.1 to B Denition 6.1, remark
that °T (uT ) = 0 and that DDuT is symmetric, we get
B(uT ; pD;uT ; pD) = (2´DDDuT : DDuT )D ¡ ¸(h2D¢DpD; pD)D:
Thanks to the inequality (2.3) and Remark 3.6, we obtain
B(uT ; pD;uT ; pD) ¸ 2C´jjjDDuT jjj22 + ¸jpDj2h:
Finally we use the discrete Korn inequality Theorem 5.1 in order to get
B(uT ; pD;uT ; pD) ¸ C´jjjrDuT jjj22 + ¸jpDj2h: (6.3)
Note that the above estimate on the pressure is mesh dependent. Recall that the semi-norm
j:jh is itself mesh dependent. That is why we could not bound uniformly the L2-norm of the
pressure by the semi-norm j:jh.
Step 2. We use the Necas Lemma (see [22, Corollary 2.4] or [4, Lemma III.1.17]): since
pD =
X
D2D
pD1D 2 L2(­) and its integral over ­ is zero, there exists a constant C > 0
depending only on ­, and v 2 (H10 (­))2 such that div(v) = ¡pD and
kvkH1 · CkpDk2: (6.4)
Let us choose vT = PTmv the mean-value projection P
T
mv, dened by (3.5). In particular,
we have vT 2 E0. Using Lemma 5.5, we obtain
jjjrDvT jjj2 · CkvkH1 · CkpDk2: (6.5)
The discrete Stokes formula Theorem 3.1 implies
B(uT ; pD;vT ; 0) = 2(´DDDuT : rDvT )D ¡ (pD;divD(vT ))D:
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, adding and subtracting
P
D2D
R
D p
Ddiv(v(z))dz, we
deduce
B(uT ; pD;vT ; 0) ¸¡ C´jjjDDuT jjj2jjjrDvT jjj2 ¡
X
D2D
Z
D
pDdiv(v(z))dz
¡
X
D2D
Z
D
pD (divD(vT )¡ div(v(z))) dz:
Since we have div(v) = ¡pD, the inequality (6.5) and Proposition 5.1 give
B(uT ; pD;vT ; 0) ¸¡ CjjjrDuT jjj2kpDk2 + kpDk22
¡
X
D2D
Z
D
pD (divD(vT )¡ div(v(z))) dz:
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Thanks to Proposition 5.5 and to estimate (6.4) we haveX
D2D
Z
D
pD (divD(vT )¡ div(v(z))) dz · C 0jpDjhkvkH1 · CjpDjhkpDk2:
We deduce that
B(uT ; pD;vT ; 0) ¸ kpDk22 ¡ CkpDk2jjjrDuT jjj2 ¡ CjpDjhkpDk2:
Using Young's inequality, we obtain the existence of three constantsC1; C2; C3 > 0, depend-
ing only on ­, C´ and reg(T ), such that
B(uT ; pD;vT ; 0) ¸ C1kpDk22 ¡ C2jjjrDuT jjj22 ¡ C3jpDj2h: (6.6)
Step 3. By bilinearity ofB, the inequalities (6.3) and (6.6) give for each positive number
» > 0:
B(uT ; pD;uT+ »vT ; pD)¸¡C´ ¡ »C2¢ jjjrDuT jjj22 + »C1kpDk22 + (¸¡ »C3) jpDj2h: (6.7)
Choosing a value of » > 0 small enough (depending only on C´, C2, ¸ and C3) to have all
the constant coefcients in front of the norms positive, this inequality (6.7) yields an estimate
of the form (6.2). As the relation (6.1) is clearly veried by the pair euT = uT + »vT andepD = pD, this concludes the proof. ¤
REMARK 6.1. It is clear that the proof breaks down if we do not consider the stabiliza-
tion term (i.e. if ¸ = 0).
An immediate consequence of this stability inequality is the continuous dependence of
the DDFV solution with respect to the data.
COROLLARY 6.1. Assume that ´ satises (2.3). There exists C > 0, depending only on
the diameter of ­, ¸, C´, C´ and reg(T ), such that the couple (uT ; pD) 2 E0£RD, solution
of the scheme (4.1) with g = 0, satises:
jjjrDuT jjj22 + kpDk22 · CkfT k22:
Proof. Let (uT ; pD) 2 E0£RD solution of the scheme (4.1). Thanks to Theorem 6.1, there
exists euT 2 E0, epD 2 RD, such that
jjjrDeuT jjj2 + kepDk2 · C1 ¡jjjrDuT jjj2 + kpDk2¢ ; (6.8)
and
jjjrDuT jjj22 + kpDk22 · C2B(uT ; pD; euT ; epD):
By Denition 6.1 of B, we get B(uT ; pD; euT ; epD) = JfT ; euT KT . Using the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality and the discrete Poincaré inequality (Theorem 5.2), we get
jjjrDuT jjj22 + kpDk22 · C2kfT k2keuT k2 · CkfT k2jjjrDeuT jjj2:
Using (6.8) and Young inequality, the claim is proved. ¤
7. Error estimates. We now provide an error estimate in the case when the exact so-
lution of the problem (2.1) lies in the space (H2(­))2 £H1(­) and the viscosity is smooth
enough. Our main result is the following
THEOREM 7.1. Assume that ´ satises (2.3) and (2.4). Assume that the solution (u; p)
of the problem (2.1) belongs to (H2(­))2 £ H1(­). Let (uT ; pD) 2 ¡R2¢T £ RD be the
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solution of the scheme (4.1). There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on reg(T ), ¸,
C´, C´ , C´ , kukH2 and kpkH1 , such that:
ku¡ uT k2 + jjjru¡rDuT jjj2 · Csize(T );
and
kp¡ pDk2 · Csize(T ):
As usual for the error analysis of nite volume methods, the consistency error which has
to be studied is the error on the numerical uxes across each of the edges and dual edges in
the mesh. Therefore consistency errors are naturally dened on the diamond cells.
DEFINITION 7.1. We dene the consistency errors on D for any v 2 (H2(­))2 and for
any p 2 H1(­)
RvD(z) = ´(z)Dv(z)¡ ´DDDPm;°(v)PTc v; for z 2 D; D 2 D;
RpD(z) = PDmp¡ p(z); for z 2 D; D 2 D:
Recall that the edges ¾ and ¾¤ are the diagonals of D = D¾;¾¤ . Let us introduce the following
consistency errors on the numerical uxes, for i 2 fv; pg:
Ri¾;K = ¡Ri¾;L =
1
m¾
Z
¾
RiD(s)~n¾Kds;
Ri¾¤;K¤ = ¡Ri¾¤;L¤ =
1
m¾¤
Z
¾¤
RiD(s)~n¾¤K¤ds;
Ri¾ = jRi¾;Kj = jRi¾;Lj;
Ri¾¤ = jRi¾¤;K¤ j = jRi¾¤;L¤ j:
We note the L2-norm of the consistency error as follows, for i = v; p:
kRi¾k22 =
X
D¾;¾¤2D
mDjRi¾j2; kRi¾¤k22 =
X
D¾;¾¤2D
mDjRi¾¤ j2:
7.1. First step proof of Theorem 7.1. Let eT = Pm;gP
T
c u ¡ uT 2 E0 denote the
approximation error for the velocity solution eld and eD = PDmp ¡ pD 2 RD the approxi-
mation error for the pressure solution eld. Recall that g = °(u). Thanks to (4.1) and (2.1),
we have 8K 2M
divK(¡2´DDDuT + pDId) = fK;
¡ 1
mK
Z
K
div(2´(x)Du(x))dx+
1
mK
Z
K
rp(x)dx = fK:
Therefore, we deduce
mKdivK(¡2´DDDeT + eDId) =mKdivK(¡2´DDDPm;gPTc u+ PDmpId)
+
Z
K
div(2´(x)Du(x))dx¡
Z
K
rp(x)dx:
Using Denition 7.1, it becomes
mKdivK(¡2´DDDeT + eDId) = 2
X
D2DK
m¾Ru¾;K +
X
D2DK
m¾Rp¾;K:
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In the same way, we have 8 K¤ 2M¤
mK¤
¡
divK
¤
(¡2´DDDeT + eDId)¢ = 2 X
D2DK¤
m¾¤Ru¾¤;K¤ +
X
D2DK¤
m¾¤R
p
¾¤;K¤ :
Finally, the couple (eT ; eD) 2 E0 £ RD satises:8>>>><>>>>:
divM(¡2´DDDeT + eDId) = RM;
divM
¤
(¡2´DDDeT + eDId) = RM¤ ;
divD(eT )¡ ¸h2D¢DeD = RD;X
D2D
mDe
D = 0;
(7.1)
where
RK =
2
mK
X
D2DK
m¾Ru¾;K +
1
mK
X
D2DK
m¾Rp¾;K; 8 K 2M;
RK¤ =
2
mK¤
X
D2DK¤
m¾¤Ru¾¤;K¤ +
1
mK¤
X
D2DK¤
m¾¤R
p
¾¤;K¤ ; 8 K¤ 2M¤
RD = divD(Pm;gP
T
c u)¡ ¸h2D¢DPDmp; 8 D 2 D:
Remark that we have
X
D2D
mDRD = 0: Theorem 6.1 implies that there exists eT 2 E0,
eD 2 RD and C > 0 such that :
jjjrDeT jjj2 + keDk2 · C ¡jjjrDeT jjj2 + keDk2¢ ; (7.2)
and
jjjrDeT jjj22 + keDk22 · CB(eT ; eD;eT ; eD): (7.3)
Thanks to Denition 6.1 of B and to (7.1), we have B(eT ; eD;eT ; eD) = JRT ;eT KT +
(RD; eD)D. We note I := JRT ;eT KT and T := (RD; eD)D.
Estimate of I . Using the fact that eK¤ = 0 for any K¤ 2 @M¤ and the denition of I ,
we have
I =
1
2
X
K2M
X
D2DK
m¾(Rp¾;K + 2R
u
¾;K) ¢ eK
+
1
2
X
K¤2M¤[@M¤
X
D2DK¤
m¾(R
p
¾¤;K¤ + 2R
u
¾¤;K¤) ¢ eK¤ :
Reordering the summation over the set of diamond cells and using the fact that Ri¾;K =
¡Ri¾;L andRi¾¤;K¤ = ¡Ri¾¤;L¤ for i = u; p, we deduce
I =
1
2
X
D¾;¾¤2D
m¾(Rp¾;K + 2R
u
¾;K) ¢ (eK ¡ eL)
+
1
2
X
D¾;¾¤2D
m¾¤(R
p
¾¤;K¤ + 2R
u
¾¤;K¤) ¢ (eK¤ ¡ eL¤):
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Using Denition 3.1 of the discrete gradient and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
I =¡
X
D¾;¾¤2D
mD
sin(®D)
¡
Rp¾;K + 2R
u
¾;K
¢ ¢ ¡(rDeT )~¿K;L¢
¡
X
D¾;¾¤2D
mD
sin(®D)
¡
Rp¾¤;K¤ + 2R
u
¾¤;K¤
¢ ¢ ¡(rDeT )~¿K¤;L¤¢
·jjjrDeT jjj2 Csin(®T ) [kRu¾k2 + kRu¾¤k2 + kRp¾k2 + kRp¾¤k2] :
Estimate of T . First, Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 5.4 imply
kdivD(Pm;gPTc u)k2 · Csize(T )kukH2 :
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (divD(Pm;gP
T
c u); eD)D, we get
(divD(Pm;gP
T
c u); eD)D · Csize(T )kukH2keDk2: (7.4)
Reordering the summation over s 2 S in the term T1 := ¡(¸h2D¢DPDmp; eD)D, we have as
in Remark 3.6
T1 = ¡¸
X
D2D
mDeDh2D¢DPDmp = ¸ X
s=DjD02S
(h2D + h
2
D0)(PD
0
m p¡ PDmp)(eD0 ¡ eD):
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.10) imply:
jT1j · ¸
0@ X
s=DjD02S
(h2D + h
2
D0)(PD
0
m p¡ PDmp)2
1A 12 0@ X
s=DjD02S
(h2D + h
2
D0)(eD0 ¡ eD)2
1A 12
· 2size(T )¸jeDjh
0@ X
s=DjD02S
(PD
0
m p¡ PDmp)2
1A 12 :
Using Lemmas 3.1 and 5.7, we obtain
jT1j · Csize(T )keDk2krpk2: (7.5)
Remark that T = (divD(Pm;gP
T
c u); eD)D + T1, thanks to (7.4) and (7.5), we deduce
jT j · Csize(T )keDk2 (kukH2 + krpk2) :
Estimate of B. To sum up, (7.3) becomes
jjjrDeT jjj22 + keDk22 ·
C
sin(®T )
jjjrDeT jjj2 [kRu¾k2 + kRu¾¤k2 + kRp¾k2 + kRp¾¤k2]
+ Csize(T )keDk2 (kukH2 + krpk2) :
Finally, using (7.2), we deduce
jjjrDeT jjj22 + keDk22 ·C(kRu¾k2 + kRu¾¤k2 + kRp¾k2 + kRp¾¤k2)(jjjrDeT jjj2 + keDk2)
+ Csize(T ) (kukH2 + krpk2) (jjjrDeT jjj2 + keDk2):
(7.6)
It remains to estimate the consistency errors.
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7.2. Analysis of the consistency error.
7.2.1. Estimate of Rv¾ . The consistency error RvD can be split into four different con-
tributions Rv;´D , R
v;Dv
D , R
v;z
D and R
v;bd
D coming, respectively, from the errors due to the
approximation with respect to the space variable of the ux ´(:)Dv(:), to the approximation
of the gradient, to the approximation of the viscosity and to the discretization of the boundary
data:
RvD(z) = R
v;´
D (z) +R
v;Dv
D +R
v;z
D +R
v;bd
D ; (7.7)
where, for z 2 D,
Rv;´D (z) = ´(z)Dv(z)¡
1
mD
Z
D
´(x)Dv(x)dx;
Rv;DvD =
1
mD
Z
D
´(x)(Dv(x)¡DDPTc v)dx;
Rv;zD =
µ
1
mD
Z
D
´(x)dx¡ ´D
¶
DDPTc v;
Rv;bdD = ´D(D
DPTc v ¡DDPm;°(v)PTc v):
In order to controlRv¾ andR
v
¾¤ , let us estimate separately the different terms in the right-hand
side of (7.7).
PROPOSITION 7.1 (Error due to the discrete gradient). Assume that ´ satises (2.3). For
any mesh T on ­, there exists a constant C > 0, depending only on reg(T ) and C´ , such
that for any function v in (H2(­))2, we have
jjjRv;DvD jjj2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 :
Proof. Using Jensen inequality and the inequality (2.3) we get
jjjRv;DvD jjj22 ·
X
D2D
Z
D
(´(x)(Dv(x)¡DDPTc v))2 dx · C
2
´jjjDv ¡DDPTc vjjj22:
Remark 2.1 implies that
jjjDv ¡DDPTc vjjj2 · jjjrv ¡rDPTc vjjj2;
and then, applying Lemma 5.3, we get the result. ¤
PROPOSITION 7.2 (Error due to the viscosity variation). Assume that ´ satises (2.4).
For any mesh T on ­, there exists a constant C > 0, depending only on reg(T ) and C´, such
that for any function v in (H2(­))2, we have
jjjRv;zD jjj2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 :
Proof. The Jensen inequality gives
jjjRv;zD jjj22 ·
X
D2D
mD
1
mD
µZ
D
Z
¹D
j´(x)¡ ´(z)j2 d¹¹D(z)dx
¶
jjjDDPTc vjjj2F :
Thanks to (2.4) and Proposition 5.1 we have
jjjRv;zD jjj22 · C2´
X
D2D
µZ
D
Z
¹D
jx¡ zj2 d¹¹D(z)dx
¶
jjjDDPTc vjjj2F · Csize(T )2jjjrDPTc vjjj22:
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Finally, Corollary 5.1 gives the result. ¤
PROPOSITION 7.3 (Error due to the boundary data). Assume that ´ satises (2.3). For
any mesh T on ­, there exists a constant C > 0, depending only on reg(T ) and C´ , such
that for any function v in (H2(­))2, whose trace is denoted by g = °(v), we have
jjjRv;bdD jjj2 · Csize(T )kvkH2 :
Proof. Inequality (2.3) and Proposition 5.1 imply
jjjRv;bdD jjj22 · C
2
´jjjDD(PTc v ¡Pm;gPTc v)jjj22 · CjjjrD
¡
PTc v ¡Pm;gPTc v
¢ jjj22;
and nally, Lemma 5.4 gives the result. ¤
PROPOSITION 7.4 (Error due to the approximate ux). Assume that ´ satises (2.3) and
(2.4). For any mesh T on ­, there exists a constant C > 0, depending only on reg(T ), C´
and C´, such that for any function v in (H2(­))2, we haveX
D¾;¾¤2D
mD
·
1
m¾
Z
¾
jjjRv;´D (s)jjj2Fds+
1
m¾¤
Z
¾¤
jjjRv;´D (s)jjj2Fds
¸
· Csize(T )2jjjrvjjj2H1 :
Proof. We apply the Jensen inequality
jjjRv;´D (s)jjj2F ·
1
mD
Z
D
jjj´(s)Dv(s)¡ ´(x)Dv(x)jjj2Fdx:
Thus, adding and subtracting ´(s)Dv(x), Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies
jjjRv;´D (s)jjj2F
· 2
mD
Z
D
j´(s)¡ ´(x)j2 jjjDv(x)jjj2Fdx+
2
mD
Z
D
j´(s)j2 jjjDv(s)¡Dv(x)jjj2Fdx:
Inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) imply
jjjRv;´D (s)jjj2F · size(T )2
2C2´
mD
Z
D
jjjDv(x)jjj2Fdx+
2C
2
´
mD
Z
D
jjjDv(s)¡Dv(x)jjj2Fdx: (7.8)
We average the second integral on the right-hand side of (7.8) on ¾ and apply Lemma 5.1
1
mDm¾
Z
¾
Z
D
jjjDv(s)¡Dv(x)jjj2Fdxds · C
h3D
m¾mD
Z
D
jr(Dv(y)j2dy:
Note that we use here an extension of Lemma 5.1 to the matrix framework. Thanks to the
relation (3.2), it followsX
D¾;¾¤2D
mD
1
mDm¾
Z
¾
Z
D
jjjDv(s)¡Dv(x)jjj2Fdxds · Csize(T )2jjjrvjjj2H1 :
As a result, we obtainX
D¾;¾¤2D
mD
1
m¾
Z
¾
jjjRv;´D (s)jjj2Fds · Csize(T )2jjjrvjjj2H1 :
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We use the same computation for the similar term on the dual edge ¾¤. ¤
Now, we can controlRv¾ andR
v
¾¤ , as follows
COROLLARY 7.1. Assume that ´ satises (2.3) and (2.4). For any mesh T on ­, there
exists a constant C > 0, depending only on reg(T ), C´ and C´, such that for any function v
in (H2(­))2, we have
kRv¾k2 + kRv¾¤k2 · Csize(T )jjjrvjjjH1 :
Proof. Thanks to (7.7) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we getX
D¾;¾¤2D
mDjRv¾j2 ·4
X
D¾;¾¤2D
mD
1
m¾
Z
¾
jjjRv;´D (s)jjj2Fds+ 4jjjRv;DvD jjj22
+ 4jjjRv;zD jjj22 + 4jjjRv;bdD jjj22:
We conclude using Propositions 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. We proceed in the same way for the
estimate ofRv¾¤ . ¤
7.2.2. Estimate ofRp¾. Now, we can controlRp¾ andR
p
¾¤ , as follows
COROLLARY 7.2. For any mesh T on ­, there exists a constant C > 0, depending only
on reg(T ), such that for any function p in H1(­), we have
kRp¾k2 + kRp¾¤k2 · Csize(T )krpk2:
Proof. We use Lemma 5.2 on a primal edge ¾ and a half diamond cell D1 such that
D¾;¾¤ = D1 [ D2 with D1 \ D2 = ¾ for RpD(s)~n¾K: for i = 1; 2
jRp¾j2 =
¯¯¯¯
1
m¾
Z
¾
RpD(s)~n¾Kds
¯¯¯¯2
· ChDi
m¾
Z
Di
jjjr(RpD(z)~n¾K)jjj2Fds+
C
hDim¾
Z
Di
j(RpD(z)~n¾K)j2dz:
Thanks to the relation (3.2) we have
mDhDi
m¾
· 1
2
size(T )2 and mD
hDim¾
· C: Recall that
RpD = PDmp¡ p, we deduceX
D¾;¾¤2D
mDjRp¾j2 · Csize(T )2
X
D2D
Z
D
jrp(z)j2dz + C
X
D2D
Z
D
jPDmp¡ p(z)j2dz:
Finally, Proposition 5.4 givesX
D¾;¾¤2D
mDjRp¾j2 · Csize(T )2krpk22:
We proceed in the same way for the estimate ofRp¾¤ . ¤
7.3. Concluding the proof of Theorem 7.1. Wemay now collect all the previous results
in order to conclude the proof of Theorem 7.1, that we started in Section 7.1.
Proof. Having denoted by eT = Pm;gP
T
c u¡ uT and eD = PDmp¡ pD, we have obtained
the following inequality (7.6)
jjjrDeT jjj22 + keDk22 ·C(kRu¾k2 + kRu¾¤k2 + kRp¾k2 + kRp¾¤k2)(jjjrDeT jjj2 + keDk2)
+ Csize(T ) (kukH2 + krpk2) (jjjrDeT jjj2 + keDk2):
Corollaries 7.1 and 7.2 imply
jjjrDeT jjj2 · Csize(T ) and keDk2 · Csize(T ): (7.9)
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Estimate of ku¡ uT k2. We have
ku¡ uT k2 · ku¡Pm;gPTc uk2 + kPm;gPTc u¡ uT k2:
Lemma 5.6 and the discrete Poincaré inequality (Theorem 5.2) imply
ku¡ uT k2 · Csize(T )jjjrujjjH1 + CjjjrDPm;gPTc u¡rDuT jjj2:
Finally, (7.9) gives the estimate of ku¡ uT k2.
Estimate of jjjru¡rDuT jjj2. We have
jjjru¡rDuT jjj2 ·jjjru¡rDPTc ujjj2 + jjjrDPTc u¡rDPm;gPTc ujjj2
+ jjjrDPm;gPTc u¡rDuT jjj2:
Finally, Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and (7.9) imply the estimate of jjjru¡rDuT jjj2.
Estimate of kp¡ pDk2. We have
kp¡ pDk2 · kp¡ PDmpk2 + kPDmp¡ pDk2:
We conclude thanks to Proposition 5.4 and (7.9). ¤
8. Numerical results. We rst want to emphasize that the implementation of DDFV
schemes only requires a TPFA mesh structure, that is an edge structure with references to the
two neighbouring cells and to its two vertices. In particular, we never need to construct the
dual mesh and the diamond mesh.
We show here some numerical results obtained on a rectangular domain ­ =]0; 1[2.
Error estimates are given on four different tests with a stabilization coefcient chosen to be
¸ = 10¡3.
REMARK 8.1. Remark 6.1 brings out the theoretical role of ¸. Reference [13] proves that
if ¸ is zero, the scheme is well-posed only for conformal triangle meshes with acute angles or
for non-conformal square meshes, otherwise for a mesh like in Figure 8.1(a) well-posedness
is open.
We present four test cases. For all of them, we give in the following the exact solution
and the original mesh. In order to illustrate error estimates, the family of meshes are obtained
by successive global renement of the original mesh. In the rst test, the exact solution is
the Green-Taylor vortex on a quadrangle and triangle mesh (see Figure 8.1(a)). In the second
one, the exact solution is a polynomial function on a non-conformal square mesh (see Figure
8.2(a)). The third and fourth tests are performed using a discontinuous viscosity function.
The exact solution (u; p) and the viscosity ´ being chosen, we dene the source term f
and the boundary data g in such a way that (2.1) is satised. Since the pressure is smooth
in our example, we compare the approximate pressure to the center-value projection of the
exact pressure on ­:
PDc p = ((p(xD))D2D) :
In Figures 8.1-8.4, we compare the L2-norm of the error obtained with the DDFV scheme,
for the pressure
kPDc p¡ pDk2
kPDc pk2
, for the velocity gradient
jjjrDPTc u¡rDuT jjj2
jjjrDPTc ujjj2
and for the
velocity
kPTc u¡ uT k2
kPTc uk2
respectively, as functions of the size of the mesh size(T ) in a loga-
rithmic scale. The convergence rates shown on 8.1-8.4 are computed through a least square
linear approximation of the computed data.
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8.1. Test 1 (Green-Taylor vortex) - Constant viscosity. Let us consider the following
exact solution:
u(x; y) =
Ã
1
2 sin(2¼x) cos(2¼y)
¡ 12 cos(2¼x) sin(2¼y)
!
; p(x; y) =
1
8
cos(4¼x) sin(4¼y);
and the viscosity ´(x; y) = 1. The considered mesh is a quadrangle and triangle mesh (see
Figure 8.1(a)). For smooth solution and viscosity, as predicted in Theorem 7.1, we observe
(a) Quadrangle and triangle mesh.
10−3 10−2 10−1 100
100
L2−norm error for the pressure 
Mesh size
Rate: 1.0168
(b)
kPDc p¡ pDk2
kPDc pk2
10−3 10−2 10−1 100
10−3
10−2
10−1
H0
1
−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 0.98498
(c)
jjjrDPTc u¡rDuT jjj2
jjjrDPTc ujjj2
10−3 10−2 10−1 100
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
L2−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 1.9643
(d)
kPTc u¡ uT k2
kPTc uk2
FIG. 8.1. Test 1, Green-Taylor vortex, on a quadrangle and triangle mesh.
a rst order convergence for the L2-norm of the velocity gradient and of the pressure, which
seems to be optimal. We obtain a second order convergence for the L2-norm of the velocity.
This super-convergence of the L2-norm is classical for nite volume method, however its
proof still remains an open problem see [32].
For ¸ = 0, we numerically observe the well-posedness and similar rates of convergence.
8.2. Test 2 (polynomial function) - Non constant viscosity. The exact solution on the
second test are the following polynomial functions:
u(x; y) =
Ã
1000x2(1¡x)22y(1¡y)(1¡2y)
¡1000y2(1¡y)22x(1¡x)(1¡2x)
!
; p(x; y) = x2 + y2 ¡ 2
3
;
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(a) Locally rened rectangular mesh.
10−2 10−1 100
100
101
102
L2−norm error for the pressure 
Mesh size
Rate: 1.9252
(b)
kPDc p¡ pDk2
kPDc pk2
10−2 10−1 100
10−2
10−1
100
H0
1
−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 1.3405
(c)
jjjrDPTc u¡rDuT jjj2
jjjrDPTc ujjj2
10−2 10−1 100
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
L2−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 1.8238
(d)
kPTc u¡ uT k2
kPTc uk2
FIG. 8.2. Test 2, polynomial function, on a non conformal rectangular mesh.
and the viscosity ´(x; y) = 2x + y + 1. We use the non conformal square mesh, arbitrar-
ily locally rened on the left bottom corner, as shown on Figure 8.2(a). For the velocity, its
gradient and the pressure, we numerically obtain convergence rates equal to 1:9, 1:3 and 2
respectively for the DDFV scheme. Note that the convergence rates obtained in this numer-
ical test are greater than the theoretical one given in Theorem 7.1. This is related to some
uniformity of the mesh away from the renement area. Furthermore, let us emphasize that
the convergence rate is not sensitive to the presence of non conformal control volumes.
8.3. Test 3 - Discontinuous viscosity. The exact solution is the following:
u(x; y) =
Ã ¡¼y
sin(¼(x¡ 0:5))
!
; p(x; y) = 2:5(x¡ y):
Here, we consider a discontinuous viscosity:
´(x; y) =
(
1 for x > 0:5
10¡4 else:
We use the triangle mesh, shown on Figure 8.3(a). With this viscosity, the assumptions of
Theorem 7.1 are not satised. Nevertheless, the numerical test shows that we have a rst
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(a) Triangle mesh.
10−2 10−1 100
10−3
10−2
10−1
L2−norm error for the pressure 
Mesh size
Rate: 1.1497
(b)
kPDc p¡ pDk2
kPDc pk2
10−2 10−1 100
100
H0
1
−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 0.89447
(c)
jjjrDPTc u¡rDuT jjj2
jjjrDPTc ujjj2
10−2 10−1 100
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
L2−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 1.8586
(d)
kPTc u¡ uT k2
kPTc uk2
FIG. 8.3. Test 3, discontinuous viscosity on a triangle mesh.
order convergence for the velocity in H10 -norm and for the pressure in L
2-norm. It seems
to come from the fact that Du is equal to zero across the discontinuity line of the viscosity
fx = 0:5g so that the jump of viscosity does not affect the consistency properties of the
numerical uxes at the interface. We will see in the next test case that it is not always the
case.
8.4. Test 4 - Discontinuous viscosity. Let us consider the following exact solution:
u(x; y) =
0BB@
(
y2 ¡ 0:5y for y > 0:5
104(y2 ¡ 0:5y) else:
0
1CCA ; p(x; y) = 2x¡ 1;
and the discontinuous viscosity:
´(x; y) =
(
1 for y > 0:5
10¡4 else:
We use the non conformal quadrangle mesh, locally rened where the viscosity is discontin-
uous, shown on Figure 8.4(a). Once more here the assumptions on the viscosity of Theorem
7.1 are not satised and the symmetric part of the gradient Du is discontinuous across the
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(a) Non conformal quadrangle mesh.
10−2 10−1 100
10−2
10−1
100
L2−norm error for the pressure 
Mesh size
Rate: 0.78045
(b)
kPDc p¡ pDk2
kPDc pk2
10−2 10−1 100
10−2
10−1
100
H0
1
−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 0.33734
(c)
jjjrDPTc u¡rDuT jjj2
jjjrDPTc ujjj2
10−2 10−1 100
10−1.9
10−1.7
10−1.5
10−1.3
L2−norm error for the velocity 
Mesh size
Rate: 0.82788
(d)
kPTc u¡ uT k2
kPTc uk2
FIG. 8.4. Test 4, discontinuous viscosity on a non conformal quadrangle mesh.
interface fy = 0:5g. We observe that the scheme is still convergent even if we have lost the
rst order convergence for the DDFV scheme, as expected.
In this test case, the discontinuities of the viscosity must be taken into account by the
scheme to overcome this consistency defect. We propose and analyse such a modication of
the present scheme in [29], following the strategy of [5].
9. Conclusion. In this article, we propose stabilized DDFV schemes with Dirichlet
boundary conditions for the Stokes problem with variable viscosity. The DDFV scheme
is proved to be well-posed and to be rst order convergent in the L2-norm for the velocity
gradient, as well as for the velocity and for the pressure. These results are proved in the case
where the viscosity is smooth on the whole domain­. When the viscosity is no more smooth,
we still numerically observe the convergence of the DDFV scheme. Nevertheless, the method
is no more rst order convergent.
In practice, the viscosity may present discontinuities across some interfaces, in multi-
phase ows, for instance. Such a viscosity function is no more Lipschitz continuous on the
whole domain ­. For anisotropic scalar elliptic problems, in presence of discontinuities, a
suitable modication of the discrete gradient allows the authors of [5] to recover the rst order
convergence. This approach can be adapted to the present framework for the Stokes interface
problem. We proved in [29] that the modied DDFV scheme presents a better consistency of
the uxes near the places where discontinuities of the viscosity occur. Finally, the modied
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scheme is proved to be well-posed and rst order convergent on 2D general meshes, even for
a discontinuous viscosity.
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